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Abstract. Urban agriculture (UA), for many activists and scholars, plays a prominent role in 
food justice struggles in cities throughout the Global North, a site of conflict between use and 
exchange values, and rallying point for progressive claims to the right to the city. Recent 
critiques, however, warn of its contribution to gentrification and displacement. The use/exchange 
value binary no longer as useful an analytic as it once was, geographers need to better understand 
UA’s contradictory relations to capital, particularly in the neoliberal Sustainable City. To this 
end, I bring together feminist theorizations of social reproduction, Bourdieu’s “species of 
capital”, and critical geographies of race to help demystify UA’s entanglement in processes of 
eco-gentrification. In this primarily theoretical contribution, I argue that concrete labor 
embedded in household-scale UA—a socially reproductive practice—becomes cultural capital 
that a Sustainable City’s growth coalition in turn valorizes as symbolic sustainability capital 
used to extract rent and burnish the city’s brand at larger scales. The valorization of UA occurs, 
by necessity, in a variegated manner; spatial agglomerations of UA and the eco-habitus required 
for its misrecognition as sustainability capital arise as a function of the interplay between rent 
gaps and racialized othering. I assert that eco-gentrification is not only a contradiction emerging 
from an urban sustainability fix, but is central to how racial capitalism functions through green 
urbanization. Like its contribution to eco-gentrification, I conclude, UA’s emancipatory potential 
is also spatially variegated.  
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For many activists and scholars, urban agriculture (UA) serves as a rallying point for 
food justice, food sovereignty, and progressive claims to the right to the city across the Global 
North (Bradley and Galt 2014; Purcell and Tyman 2014). But while David versus Goliath 
standoffs between bulldozers and gardeners, use and exchange value, may have once defined UA 
in the public imagination, rooftop gardens growing salad greens for farm-to-table restaurants are 
now perhaps more representative. Urban agriculture, which has come to symbolize both the 
environmental values undergirding urban sustainability efforts and the “local” and “artisanal” so 
cherished by foodies (Johnston and Baumann 2014), is also often the fruit of an “unexpected 
romance” (Holt 2015) between urban agriculturists and real estate developers. Critics both within 
and outside academia (Quastel 2009; Crouch 2012) have thus begun to scrutinize its role as “an 
attractive place holder on the road to gentrification” (DeLind 2015, 3).  
Indeed, UA is often a temporary land use on vacant or devalued sites awaiting the next 
wave of investment (McClintock 2014), spaces Walker (1978, 32) dubbed the 
“lumpengeography” of capital. But where gardens throughout history cropped up 
opportunistically as a coping strategy in the face of food and wage insecurity (Lawson 2005; 
McClintock 2010), they now more often signal the transformation of these same devalued 
neighborhoods (see Figure 1). A clear connection exists between the gentrification of these 
lumpengeographies and the proliferation of restaurants and grocery stores that capitalize on the 
mainstreaming of “foodie” culture and the value it places on local, organic consumption (Burnett 
2014; Anguelovski 2015). But scholars are only beginning to examine how urban food 
production is entangled in processes of gentrification and capital accumulation, more broadly.  
While earlier literature described UA in terms of gardens versus development and the 
incommensurability of these two use values (Schmelzkopf 2002), newer work reveals that 
gardening is actually quite commensurable with the market logics of development (Quastel 2009; 
Walker 2016) and, particularly in progressive urban centers, contributes to a “sustainability 
fix”—the “selective incorporation of environmental goals” (While, Jonas, and Gibbs 2004, 552) 
by growth coalitions of developers, consulting firms, non-profits, planners, and policymakers 
attempting to balance the entrepreneurial imperative of economic growth and public demands for 
ecological regulation. But while a sustainability fix may blur the lines between environmental 
stewardship and economic growth, it is nevertheless a fix, temporary and prone to fracture. 
Gentrification—“the production of space for progressively more affluent users” (Hackworth 
2002, 815)—or, more specifically, eco-
gentrification resulting from “the 
implementation of an environmental agenda 
driven by an environmental ethic” (Dooling 
2009, 41)—is perhaps the central 
contradiction arising from an urban 
sustainability fix. A growing body of 
scholarship reveals how green infrastructure 
fuels rising property values and rents, and how 
green space becomes commodified for 
consumption (Pearsall 2010; Checker 2011; 
Rosol 2013; Gould and Lewis 2016), 
generating surplus value not only for 
developers, rentiers, and the growth coalitions 
to which they belong, but also for global 
Figure 1. A market garden surrounded by new-build 
condos in a rapidly gentrifying area of Portland, Oregon. 
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finance capital (Knuth 2016). As these scholars have demonstrated, sites of eco-gentrification are 
also becoming central sites of contestation in the Sustainable City (Lubitow and Miller 2013; 
Pearsall and Anguelovski 2016). 
The use/exchange value binary thus no longer as useful an analytic as perhaps it once was, 
there is significant work to be done to clarify the dynamics by which UA contributes to capitalist 
accumulation in the neoliberal green city. Moreover, how non-commodified forms of UA 
actually produce value—particularly under racial capitalism (Robinson 2000; Pulido 2016)—
begs closer examination. To this end, I attempt to break some new ground with this paper, not by 
shoring up the jejune claim that UA is a bellwether of gentrification, but by sketching out a 
theory of UA’s uneven valorization within racialized processes of capitalist urbanization. I work 
through UA’s valorization process in two steps. First, I situate UA within the realm of social 
reproduction, drawing on Bourdieu to explain how UA, as a socially reproductive practice, 
becomes cultural capital that the Sustainable City’s “green growth machine” (Gould and Lewis 
2016, 35–36) mobilizes as symbolic sustainability capital, both to extract rent and burnish the 
city’s brand at larger scales. Second, I describe how such valorization occurs, by necessity, in a 
spatially variegated manner. Agglomerations of both UA and the eco-habitus required for its 
misrecognition as cultural capital, I assert, arise as a function of the interplay between ground 
rent and racialized othering. Eco-gentrification, therefore, is not only a contradiction emerging 
from an urban sustainability fix, but is fundamental to how racial capitalism works through green 
urbanization. I conclude by reflecting very briefly on UA’s emancipatory potential. 
 
Valorizing social reproduction through misrecognition 
 
De-centering orthodox readings of Marx, which define value as the “abstract human labor 
objectified or materialized” in a commodity as measured by the socially necessary labor time 
required to produce it (Marx 1976, 129), feminist political economists and geographers have 
recast the production of value to encompass the entirety of the production/reproduction dialectic 
(Dalla Costa and James 1972; McDowell 1999; Federici 2004; Mitchell, Marston, and Katz 
2004; Bezanson and Luxton 2006; Meehan and Strauss 2015). The capitalist mode of production, 
from this perspective, does not require “commodities all the way down” (Fraser 2014), nor does 
it simply subsume other modes; rather, it relies on them for its own reproduction, transforming 
them (or not) in the process. As Henderson (1998, 78) observes, “the social relations of 
production at any point in time will lie along a continuum” of capitalist subsumption. Moreover, 
individuals are enmeshed in multiple relations at once, some of which are more capitalist than 
others (Gibson-Graham 2006; Meehan and Strauss 2015).  
Most labor dedicated to UA in the Global North lies at the reproductive end of such a 
continuum. With the exception of a small cadre of market gardeners, urban agriculturalists (a 
majority women) for the most part only produce food for household use. Scholars of agrarian 
political economy have argued that the fruits of the home gardener’s labor serve as a subsidy to 
capital, where self-provisioning lowers the cost of living (i.e., social reproduction), thus lowering 
the real cost of labor power and thereby justifying lower wages paid, ultimately lowering the cost 
of production (McClintock 2010; Minkoff-Zern 2014; Weissman 2015). A household-scale 
subsidy, from this perspective, would produce value only when aggregated across the workforce. 
While more than a third of the US population engages in food production (National Gardening 
Association 2014), the impact of homegrown produce on grocery costs is nevertheless minimal 
(CoDyre, Fraser, and Landman 2015). I argue, therefore, that another kind of valorization of 
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social reproduction is taking place, where the practice of UA contributes to accumulation not 
only by subsidizing the cost of labor, but also symbolically, as I now explain.  
In theorizing social space, Bourdieu (1986) describes how relative stocks of different 
“species” of capital confer social status or “distinction” within a given social field. While 
economic capital is defined in monetary terms, cultural capital includes a combination of values 
and tastes (the embodied state), cultural goods (the objectified state), and qualifications or 
valorizations (the institutionalized state). Recognizing these various forms allows us to 
“reintegrate and reconceive use value within circuits of cultural and economic capital” (Beasley-
Murray 2000, 107), while “enabling us to see consumption outside the workplace as likewise 
production and not simply as need-driven utility” (113). When “perceived and recognized as 
legitimate” (Bourdieu 1989, 17), these forms of cultural capital serve as symbolic capital that can 
be leveraged to foster accumulation of economic capital. Bourdieu’s species of capital therefore 
allow us to place social reproduction squarely within production, much as feminist reworkings of 
political economy do, rather than sidelining it as part of a consumption fund that subsidizes 
capital accumulation (e.g. Harvey 1989). 
I maintain that while commercial UA generates substantial exchange value in the 
Sustainable City through commodity production, the valorization of socially reproductive forms 
of UA generates even more surplus value—when mobilized as a particular symbolic form of 
cultural capital I call sustainability capital. In progressive, green cities, gardening carries a 
certain cachet at the household and neighborhood scales; as a performative act, it signals an 
awareness of and adherence to environmental values (Naylor 2012; Lebowitz and Trudeau 2016). 
But UA holds no intrinsic value as cultural capital, so how is it valorized? 
Following Bourdieu, valorization of UA as symbolic capital requires its misrecognition 
as cultural capital in both objectified and embodied forms, i.e., the garden and the gardener.1 A 
“symbolic logic of distinction” marks the practitioner from others living less sustainably, for 
“any given cultural competence (e.g., being able to read in a world of illiterates) derives a 
scarcity value from its position in the distribution of cultural capital and yields profits of 
distinction to its owner” (Bourdieu 1986, 245). Misrecognition of UA, I submit, depends on the 
predominance of an eco-habitus, or set of practices and dispositions undergirded by green values. 
A “re-articulation of the field of high-class consumption, fostered by a more general social 
valorization of environmental consciousness” (Carfagna et al. 2014, 3), an eco-habitus also fuses 
concern for environmental sustainability with the “valorization of the local” and “revalorization 
of manual labor” (15) that undergird foodie emphases on “quality, rarity, organic, hand-made, 
creativity, and simplicity” (Johnston and Baumann 2014, 3). 
When and where an eco-habitus predominates, it is therefore use value itself—rather than 
an abstracted form of value based on socially necessary labor time—that is valorized via 
misrecognition. While the latter form of value “grasps only immediate time, time as present” 
(Postone 1978, 770), use value is a function of “the accumulation of past knowledge and labor 
time which … finds no expression in the value-determined forms of appearance” (ibid.). Rather 
than a measure of the socially necessary labor time required to till, sow, tend, and harvest a 
garden, UA’s symbolic value is instead derived from the concrete time and labor spent by an 
urban agriculturalist both coaxing use values from the soil and acquiring the skills, practices, 
dispositions—mastering the “feel for the game” (Bourdieu 1998, 98)—that allow her to do so. 
With the rare exception of the gardener selling produce or teaching workshops, however, 
urban agriculturalists themselves do not “cash out” this cultural capital. Rather, rentiers, boosters, 
and financiers exchange these “free gifts of culture” (Stehlin 2016, 483) for economic capital at 
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different scales. Urban growth coalitions mobilize this symbolic capital to competitively promote 
a city’s reputation as a hotbed of sustainability and livability in hopes of attracting new 
investment, skilled labor, and green consumers, just as developers exchange it at the 
neighborhood scale for differential ground rent. At the global scale, these concrete transactions 
become “a collection of abstract, intangible, and interchangeable assets” (Knuth 2016, 628) that 
are themselves commodified, generating profits for financial institutions and shareholders.  
For example, in Portland, Oregon—among the “top ten cities in the US for urban farming” 
(Renner 2016)—a growth coalition of municipal agencies, non-profits, developers, and other 
businesses tout the city’s green amenities (including UA) via tours, conferences, exchanges, and 
other forms of “policy boosterism” (McCann 2013) that burnish Portland’s international renown 
as a paradigmatic Sustainable City, attracting both investors and the highly educated consumers 
willing to work for lower real wages (relative to other metropolitan areas) in exchange for the 
green lifestyle that Portland has to offer (Jurjevich and Schrock 2012). As the Director of 
Portland’s Bureau of Planning and Sustainability admits, sustainability is entrepreneurial as 
much as it is rooted in environmental values:  
 
We’re not doing it just to be altruistic. Part of the reason we’re doing a lot of this 
is there’s money to be made, to be crass …  And most of these things are things 
we want to do to create better, healthier places, anyway. But by doing that, you 
create a place where people want to live and have businesses. (quoted in Smith 
2012) 
 
In the case of non-commercial UA, then, surplus value accrued at these larger scales is 
extracted from household-scale social reproduction, and a garden’s valorization as economic 
capital depends less on the habitus of the individual gardener and more on its wider 
misrecognition as cultural capital and eventual mobilization as symbolic capital at these larger 
scales. As I argue in the next section, the process of misrecognition—and valorization across 
scales—is fundamentally spatial, both arising from and contributing to racialized processes of 
uneven development. 
 
Uneven valorization, rent, and the racialized re-coding of urban space 
 
For misrecognition to occur, two types of spatial agglomeration are necessary. First, there 
simply must be enough UA happening in a given place to be noticed; only when multiple 
households practice UA does it become visible enough to accrue any real symbolic value. 
Second, there also has to be a sufficient aggregation of people with similar values and tastes—
with “identical categories of perception and appreciation” (Bourdieu 1998, 100)—who perceive 
UA as a marker of distinction, more common in cities such as Vancouver or Portland than in 
cities where UA might still be viewed as backward (Naylor 2012; McClintock et al. 2016). In 
other words, an eco-habitus must be sufficiently predominant within an urban population—
whether spatially clustered, or networked via affinity groups and social media (see Tarr 2015)—
to impact the various individuals and institutions (e.g., government agencies, non-profits, media, 
real estate markets) that mediate cultural capital’s symbolic exchange value.2  
Urban agriculture’s ability to function as sustainability capital is therefore spatially 
variegated. Where there are agglomerations of gardens and chicken coops and of eco-minded 
residents who misrecognize these agglomerations as cultural capital, UA gains symbolic value, 
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generating both profits of localization for those in close spatial proximity, and profits of position 
for those whose labor is misrecognized as cultural capital (Bourdieu 2000, 126–127). Conversely, 
where gardens or eco-minded individuals are more dispersed, disconnected, or distant from the 
core, their relative distance limits the potential aggregative capacity to convert social 
reproduction into sustainability capital. Likewise, where an eco-habitus does not predominate—
that is, where environmental concerns do not drive food production or, alternately, where 
existing gardens are perceived as backward or unsightly—UA accrues little or no value as 
cultural capital. Even if practiced widely, it essentially remains invisible at the urban scale. 
Indeed, the UA practices of longtime residents, often cultivated for food security or cultural 
reasons, are often simply overlooked (Cheung 2016; Reynolds and Cohen 2016); in other cases, 
they are actually undermined by new restrictions on garden forms (e.g., trellises, greenhouses, 
coops) or increased fees for community gardens plots, for example (Eizenberg 2012; Ghose and 
Pettygrove 2014).   
I further maintain that for valorization to occur, such spatial variegation is necessary 
rather than contingent. As Stehlin and Tarr (2016, 14–15) explain, “creating spaces that are 
unusually livable can be completely congruent with property-based accumulation, which 
depends on qualitative differences between spaces that prompt flows of capital between them.” 
Labor-intensive practices, whether socially reproductive or artisanal, have symbolic value—and 
can therefore contribute to an urban sustainability fix—only when they can help distinguish 
spaces deemed “sustainable” or “livable” from those less so. Put simply, the symbolic value of 
UA depends to a certain extent on its scarcity value. In the Sustainable City, a raised bed in the 
front yard (see Figure 2) distinguishes the eco-minded gardener from the typical North American, 
whose chemically fertilized lawn has come to signify unsustainable living. In aggregate, these 
gardens distinguish a city’s hip, livable, green neighborhoods—or the promise of those to 
come—from the anomie and sprawl of mainstream suburbia, and from the not-yet-gentrified 
lumpengeographies of the post-industrial inner-core and devalued inner-ring suburbia. Urban 
agriculture’s symbolic value (and its misrecognition as such) is tied to these qualitative 
differences, and therefore to the perpetual seesawing motion of capital that creates them (Smith 
2008).  
For the better part of four 
decades, the rent gap (Smith 1979) 
between capitalized and potential 
ground rent—between actual market 
prices and unrealized market 
potential—has been the linchpin of 
production-side explanations of 
gentrification, and of uneven urban 
development more broadly (Harvey 
1989; Hackworth 2002). Moving 
beyond the false dichotomy of the 
production/consumption debate, 
however, requires recognizing that 
rent gaps open and close in 
dialectical tension with the 
movement of more affluent and 
educated, and predominantly white 
Figure 2. A front yard garden in a gentrifying neighborhood of 
inner Portland. 
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populations into devalued neighborhoods 
(Slater 2006). With new arrivals come new 
forms of habitus and attendant changes in 
amenity and commodity consumption, 
which, in aggregate, raise potential ground 
rents, attracting investors. The budding 
agglomeration’s gravitational pull on 
additional gentrifiers depends on the 
availability of cheap housing (or land) at 
first, but eventually on the suite of 
amenities (including UA) making a name 
for the neighborhood (Zukin 1987; Smith 
1996). Longtime residents may garden, but 
only when enough newcomers practice 
UA in way that is visible—in their front 
yards, community garden plots, or vacant 
lots—does UA function as an amenity that 
signals to future gentrifiers and investors 
that the neighborhood is on the road to 
being livable and green. Agglomerations 
of UA, then, emerge disproportionately in 
those areas where a rent gap can be closed.  
Our research in Portland illustrates 
such a pattern (McClintock et al. 2016).3 
Front yard gardens, visible and 
performative, are disproportionately 
concentrated in inner Portland’s single-
family residential neighborhoods, 
particularly in those areas deemed most 
“livable” given their walkability and 
proximity to green amenities, as well as in 
neighborhoods that have been gentrified or 
where gentrification is underway (see 
Figure 3). A commitment to sustainability 
drives UA here; a whopping 91 percent of 
front yard gardeners—overall more 
affluent than the surrounding population—
are motivated by a desire “to live in a 
more environmentally sustainable way.” 
Clusters of backyard gardens, on the other 
hand, exist throughout the city, including 
in low-income, highly diverse East 
Portland, where gardeners are less affluent 
than the surrounding population and are 
motivated more by concerns over food 
security. Misrecognized as sustainability 
Figure 3. Hot-spot analysis of front gardens (top) and back gardens 
(bottom) in Portland, based on a location quotient calculated for 
each 1.52 km2 hexagon. Front yard gardens, visible and 
performative, are concentrated in the city’s “livable” inner core, 
including Albina – ground zero of gentrification – and Cully, a 
neighborhood in the early stages of gentrification and known for its 
vibrant urban agriculture scene. Clusters of less-visible backyard 
gardens exist in these same areas, but can also be found in lower-
income East Portland. Map by Dillon Mahmoudi, data source: 
McClintock et al. 2016. 
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capital by affluent, predominately white, eco-minded residents, inner Portland’s home gardens 
are valorized as economic capital by the city’s green growth coalition at larger scales, 
contributing to higher home values at the city scale, and to Portland’s brand as a Sustainable City 
nationally and globally. Conversely, gardens in the lumpengeography of East Portland—an area 
that ranks lowest in terms of livability by all city metrics (Goodling, Green, and McClintock 
2015)—remain largely invisible, their use value unvalorized beyond the household scale. A 
quick scan of real estate listings containing the term “garden beds”, for example, revealed 
twenty-nine listings, all but four located in Portland’s inner core or the newly gentrifying areas of 
East Portland just east of 82nd Avenue (Zillow 2016). Listings with the term “urban farm” were 
likewise situated in gentrification hotspots such as Cully, the most ethnically diverse 
neighborhood in the state. While longtime residents have gardened in Cully’s spacious lots, its 
reputation as a UA hotspot rests more on the successes of younger (mostly white) newcomers, 
several of whom are engaged in highly visible, commercial UA. One market gardener recalls 
looking for land here: “So I drove down here and started cruising around … I’d just heard that 
this is the urban farming, or homesteading district of Portland.”4 As the gentrification frontier 
pushes eastward past 82nd Avenue, a critical agglomeration of old and new UA—and the habitus 
necessary to misrecognize it as sustainability capital—is sure to follow suit. 
But Pulido (2016, 4) observes that just as capital depends on spatial unevenness, “human 
difference is essential to the production of differential value.” The “racialization of space and 
spatialization of race” (Lipsitz 2007, 12) are therefore codetermined (Pulido 2000; Woods 2000; 
Gilmore 2002; Barraclough 2009). Recent scholarship further clarifies how a sustainability fix 
articulates with the larger racial project of capitalist accumulation and illustrates McKittrick’s 
(2011, 951) assertion that “the process of uneven development calcifies the seemingly natural 
links between blackness, underdevelopment, poverty, and place.” Situating gentrification’s 
pioneer imaginary (see Smith 1996) within persistent settler colonial logics of dispossession, 
Safransky (2014, 238) describes how investments in green infrastructure in Detroit turn on 
“frontier narratives,” wherein potential redevelopment sites are described as “empty and 
underutilized … awaiting inhabitants and transformation, [thus] nullifying existing ways of life.” 
Similarly, Dillon (2014, 1214) describes how the othering of urban spaces—as “under-utilized, 
economically unproductive lands”—that precedes redevelopment is tightly bound to the 
discursive and material ghettoization of surrounding neighborhoods of color. The 
characterization of one space as sustainable, green, or livable—in the media, in advertising, in 
government reports, and in everyday speech—thus renders another unlivable or “uninhabitable” 
(McKittrick 2006, 128–133), a swath of “urbs nullius” (Coulthard 2014, 176) awaiting pioneer 
(re)settlement (Blomley 2003; Safransky 2014). It becomes clear, then, that eco-gentrification is 
not only a contradiction emerging from an urban sustainability fix, but is central to how racial 
capitalism works through green urbanization.  
At its core, distinguishing the livable from the uninhabitable—indeed, delimiting the 
lumpengeography of capital and spatial contours of the rent gap—depends on “shared cultural 
ideals and moral geographies based on a romance with pure spaces” (Lipsitz 2007, 12). Such 
conceptions of purity have long underwritten eco-habitus and can be implicated in processes of 
racial othering (Cronon 1996; Moore, Pandian, and Kosek 2003; Finney 2014). Alternative agri-
food practices, too, with their roots in the environmental movement, invoke such purity discourse. 
An explicit rejection of the industrial agri-food system often turns on the demonization of certain 
foods and body types (Guthman 2011), while appealing to agrarian imaginaries that efface 
people of color (Carlisle 2014). Moreover, many food system activists trumpet consumption-
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oriented solutions that require disposable income, e.g., “voting with your fork” by purchasing 
unprocessed, organic vegetables at a farmers market (Alkon and McCullen 2011). Other 
solutions require free time, such as volunteering with a non-profit garden project (Pudup 2008). 
Even the most well-intentioned food justice activists are culpable of othering via their missionary 
zeal to “bring good food to others” (Guthman 2009). The embrace of such purity narratives, a 
“feel for the game”, and the “viscosity” (Slocum 2007) or attraction of white bodies sharing an 
eco-habitus together contribute to the coding of these spaces as white and to the alienation of 
people of color (Henson and Munsey 2014; Ramírez 2015).  
Ground rent, eco-habitus, and racial viscosity thus work together to render UA spaces as 
white, and in so doing, contribute to the racial re-coding of urban space at eco-gentrification’s 
frontier, where a succession of racially coded descriptors marks the settling of the uninhabitable 
landscape: “sketchy” gives way to “up-and-coming” and “hip”, and eventually to “family-
friendly”, “livable”, and “green”. Both an amenity that attracts foodie activists and hipster 
pioneers and a manifestation of their eco-habitus, UA plays an important role in distinguishing 
“new development, rising home values, and a whiter residential population” from a 
neighborhood’s “racially marginalized past” (Dillon 2014, 1211). In the words of one young 
white urban farmer in Vancouver, “If there are community gardens or a street that looks like 
people are growing food on it, I think for the people I know, that plays into the ‘Oh, this is up-
and-coming’ or ‘It’s okay to live here’ type thing.”5 
Conversely, for longtime residents of these neighborhoods, lower income and often non-
white, the new gardens symbolize their impending fate. An African American business leader in 
Portland laments, “I knew black people were fucked as soon as I saw the bike lanes. That’s when 
we knew we weren’t welcome here anymore.” His colleague adds: “And the community gardens. 
That’s another bad sign for the African American community. We always gardened. We always 
shared our gardens and our food. We didn’t need ‘community gardens’. That’s a white invention” 
(quoted in Hern 2016, 10). At the same time, their own histories of gardening, canning, and other 
artisanal foodways—like the spatial clusters of UA found in East Portland and other 
“uninhabitable” areas devoid of eco-habitus—are rendered invisible by media attention lavished 
on young, white, and affluent foodies working in particularly photogenic, often capital-intensive 
gardens, on rooftops and other high-profile, performative locations (Reynolds and Cohen 2016).  
Given the agglomerations of white bodies and their underlying eco-habitus, these performances, 
while functioning as symbolic capital to increase ground rents and burnish the entrepreneurial 
Sustainable City’s brand, can alienate and ultimately exclude. Describing a nearby community 
garden, an African American community organizer in Portland avers, “You ain’t seeing any 




My goal here, rather than viewing UA within the context of pitched battles over 
conflicting use values between gardeners and bulldozers, has been to theorize its valorization as 
capital within the eco-gentrification process itself, which I see as one of the primary urban 
manifestations of racial capitalism. I want to underscore that gardens and other forms of food 
production alone do not drive gentrification. Rather, as I’ve argued here, their uneven 
valorization is socio-spatially dependent on both the agglomeration of eco-habitus and the 
racialized historical-geographical factors giving rise to rent gaps in particular neighborhoods. 
The growing agglomeration of white bodies in formerly “uninhabitable” spaces gives a spatial 
dimension to the eco-habitus that misrecognizes concrete time and labor invested in UA as 
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sustainability capital. Moreover, a post-political, colorblind discourse of sustainability obscures 
the resulting whitening of urban space, but nevertheless functions tacitly within the larger racial 
project of gentrification arising from an urban sustainability fix. Understanding UA’s 
valorization this way reveals how practices of social reproduction can contribute to such a fix, 
and “connects the discursive construction of race to the structural, material, and corporeal 
production of white racial hegemony” (Bonds and Inwood 2016, 720), especially in green cities 
where white people pride themselves on their liberal or progressive values—and their 
colorblindness. 
Notwithstanding its subsumption by green entrepreneurial logics, however, social 
reproduction is also a sphere in which political organizing can occur, as feminist geographers 
have long asserted (Mitchell, Marston, and Katz 2004; Gibson-Graham 2006). The everyday 
space of non-capitalist UA can thus serve as a potential site of change, a rallying point for social 
justice and self-determination (White 2011; Reynolds and Cohen 2016). Indeed, the threat to 
community gardens has mobilized diverse, cross-class coalitions in the past (Staeheli, Mitchell, 
and Gibson 2002; Irazábal and Punja 2009). Eco-gentrification, too, in dialectical fashion, sows 
the seeds of resistance (Pearsall and Anguelovski 2016; Safransky 2016; McClintock, Miewald, 
and McCann forthcoming), and the presence of community, collective, and commercial gardens, 
old and new, led by people of color in gentrifying communities offers a hopeful example of UA 
serving as a tool for racial justice, empowerment, and economic development (White 2011; 
Ramírez 2015; Pearsall and Anguelovski 2016; Reynolds and Cohen 2016; Sbicca 2016), and 
helping to resist the processes I’ve described in this article.  
But like its contribution to eco-gentrification, UA’s emancipatory potential arguably also 
differs across time and space, for it is in the lumpengeography of the Sustainable City—where an 
eco-habitus has not yet taken hold—that UA resists subsumption by green entrepreneurial logics. 
Foregrounding already-existing gardens in such spaces (those clusters in East Portland, for 
example) is one simple but crucial way for scholars, journalists, and activists alike to unsettle the 
disproportionate misrecognition of eco-oriented, hipster-led UA as sustainability capital. 
Reynolds and Cohen (2016), for example, take stock of dozens of UA initiatives led by people of 
color in New York City and beyond, emphasizing the radical nature of their work, as well as the 
real need for material support to keep it going. Highlighting and honoring these invisible gardens 
—and, when possible, providing material support—also serves as an entry point for 
understanding eco-gentrification within the broader context of white supremacy and the settler 
colonial present, a necessary prerequisite, I would argue, for fostering and strengthening 
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1 Misrecognition for Bourdieu speaks to the arbitrary nature of assigning value to something, 
rather than implying flawed or mistaken recognition. 
2 While Bourdieu saw the state as the “central bank of symbolic credit” (Beasley-Murray 2000, 
115) mediating the valorization of the various forms of capital, a range of institutions are today 
involved in the valorization of the concrete time invested in cultivating cultural capital. Given 
the broader neoliberal context of state retrenchment and attendant entrenchment of market logics 
through privatization and public-private partnerships, the private sector plays a growing role in 
the misrecognition of institutionalized cultural capital (see Lave 2012). Institutional recognition 
for UA (e.g., master gardener certification) continues to play an important role in misrecognizing 
UA as sustainability capital, but the state is hardly the sole arbiter. 
3  My research assistants and I have been conducting mixed-methods research (including 
mapping, spatial analysis, mail surveys, interviews, media analysis, and archival work) in 
Portland for the past five years (Goodling, Green, and McClintock 2015; McClintock and 
Simpson 2016; McClintock et al. 2016). An ongoing relational comparative study of UA policy 
and practice in Portland and Vancouver builds on this work (McClintock, Miewald, and McCann 
forthcoming). 
4 Interview with the author, 1 Sep 2015. 
5 Interview with the author, 14 Oct 2016. 
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